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Abstract. This paper mainly analyses the necessity to manage the explosive in the coal mine 
blasting equipment library. It make intelligent management possible by using digital monitoring 
technology, communication technology and software technology and sensor technology for 
reference; using high performance microcontroller to identify if the fingerprint is legitimate; then 
control the opening and closing of the electronic lock. 

Introduction 
In order to ensure the safety in the production of coal mine,the storage of powder and its access 

management must be strict and intelligent.With the rapid development of digital control technology, 
we can make intelligent management possible by using the electronic lock and the fingerprint 
machine. 

Component of coal mining blasting equipment library system 
The intelligent management system is made up of three parts: the lower machine, the control 

device and PC. The system is shown as Fig.1.  

 
Fig.1. Managerial system of the coal mining blasting equipment library 
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Control system of the lower machine 
The storage and access of the explosives and detonators in the reservoir area are managed by the 

lower machine (computer entrance guard system). The control system of lower machine is mainly 
composed of single chip microcomputer STC12C5A60S, temperature and humidity sensor, 
vibration sensor, the fingerprint machine, electromagnetic lock control and communication module. 
The lower machine uses single chip to control the system [1]. The system is shown as Fig.2. 

 

 
Fig.2. Control system of lower machine for coal mining blasting equipment library 

The acquisition of fingerprint and implementation of Wiegand interface circuit 
The blasting equipment library uses the electronic lock (spiritual lock) to open and close the door. 

The intelligent spiritual is a new product, it is based on the working principle of electronic control 
door, it also combined the advantages of the electronic control door and the magnetic door [2]. 

(1)The acquisition of fingerprint information 
First, we need to register the personnel’s fingerprint on the fingerprint machine, and then send 

these fingerprint information to single chip microcomputer and upload the information to PC. PC 
will register the specific fingerprint information. While using this system, the machine will compare 
the different fingerprints of warehouse keeper and the man who want to get the explosives, if their 
fingerprints can be matched, they can get the permission to get the explosives. 

(2)Leaders use management system or mobile phone license to open the door 
When the fingerprints of the warehouse keeper and the man who wants to get explosives are 

matched correctly, the lower machine will send a request to the managerial system to open the door, 
if the superior is besides the computer, he can give the permission to open the door by clicking the 
button in the PC managerial system. After he gives the authorization, the man who wants to get the 
explosives can press his fingerprint, then the electronic, which is controlled by single chip 
microcomputer will open automatically. If the superior is not besides the computer, the system will 
call the superior, and the superior will send the authorization code to open the door. 

(3)Fingerprint identification 
To open the door of the blasting equipment library, we must be certified. One of the most 

important steps is to identify the fingerprint of the registered personnel, so the lower machine 
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system must have the function to identify the fingerprints. Every person’s fingerprints contains a 
large amount of information, the lines of fingerprints has different images, breakpoints and 
intersections. Depends on the unique characteristics of fingerprints, we can match a man to his 
fingerprints correctly. By comparing the features of fingerprints and the preserved fingerprints, we 
can verify his real identity. We can verify a person’s identity by using photoelectric conversion 
device and computer image processing technology and collecting, analyzing and comparing living’s 
fingerprints [3]. The system uses ZDC1535 fingerprint machine. This machine can register and 
store the information of about 60000 different fingerprints. It has the function to output the data of 
fingerprints, which can be easily connected with the single chip microcomputer. It used the 
widely-used international Wiegand protocol, which has the function of secondary development. 

(4) Wiegand protocol 
In terms of fingerprint identification, it uses the fingerprint machine which has the output of 

Wiegand protocol, its main control chip can read the information of fingerprint and process the data. 
The main technical point of reading and operating the fingerprint information is that the system uses 
STC12C5A60S2 based on Wiegand protocol to read the information. Wiegand protocol is a way of 
communication developed byMOTOROLA,it is mainly used in the products of fingerprints machine, 
entrance guard and other products. Its protocol is free, which does not define the transfer rate or the 
length of data transmission. Its core is the way of data transmission. 

The present products with Wiegand protocol on the market use 26 or 34 data format [4]. 
The device outputted based on Wiegand protocol is consist of two wires and a GND thread. The 

two wires are respectively DATA0 and DATA1, DATA0 represents the transmission of ‘0’，DATA1 
represents the transmission of ‘1’. So we can find that Wiegand protocol data transmission is a 
simplex mode transmission. In the absence of data transmission, the two lines DATA0 and DATA1 
keep the high level of + 5 v. while sending the ‘0’ signal, line DATA0 sends a low pulse signal. In 
the same way, it will send the signal ‘1’ while the line DATA1sends a low pulse signal [5] [6]. The 
transmission characteristics can use 51 single-chip microcomputer to capture two external interrupt 
line, which will make it easier to implement the code. 

Circuit design 
The design SCM and electronic lock circuit interface, which uses 4 pin and the logic circuit 

made up of two 74LS00 chips to drive the work of the electronic lock, its purpose is to prevent the 
interference or equipment malfunctions. As it is related to the success of the project if the lock is 
open correctly. Obviously, this design is more reliable and safer. The electronic lock is a DC motor 
12V, it is enough to use optocoupler isolation Jada Layton B772 to drive the action.The 
communication interface between the single chip microcomputer and the fingerprint machine can be 
connected directly by the two external interrupt pin of the single chip microcomputer and the two 
lines DATA0, DATA1 of the fingerprint machine based on Wiegand protocol. It can read the data ‘0’ 
and data ‘1’ in the interrupted program. To increase the anti-interference and the transmission 
distance, we can pull up 10k resistor in each side of the single chip microcomputer lines. 

The interface circuit of the lower machine and fingerprint machine is shown as Fig.3: 
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Fig.3. Electronic lock control with the fingerprint machine interface circuit 

The main control chip of the lower machine STC12C5A60S2 and its electronic lock drive are 
based on Wiegand protocol. The DATA0 fingerprint machine adopts C functions. 

Authorization module to open the door 
The system requires that the door can only be open under the condition of the warehouse keeper 

coordinates with a pickup or delivery. So when the fingerprint of open the door request arrives, the 
hardware will identify and judge the fingerprint, if the conditions are matched, it will send a request 
to the management software to open the door; otherwise it will be reset to the initial state. After the 
management software receives two request to open the door when the conditions are met, the dialog 
box pop-up prompts the user to grant or deny. The design process is shown in Fig.4. 

Conclusion 
Through reasonable design and a lot of experiments of fingerprint machine circuit, the 

experiment parameters of coal mining blasting equipment library can reach the expected indicators, 
avoid safety accidents caused by explosives from the source. This system achieves the intelligent 
management for the storage and access for explosives and detonators, which can avoid the safety 
accidents from the greatest degree of caused by such sources. 
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Fig.4. flow chart to open the door 
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